All bulls will be SEMEN TESTED and vet inspected.

All bulls have been DOUBLE FUSOGARD VACCINATED for footrot.

The initial and booster shots will be given prior to the sale. We believe this extra expense will be worth it for our bull customers.

SALE DAY WEIGHTS and SCROTAL MEASUREMENTS will be provided sale day.

Calving Ease Legend
Calving Ease is often related to birth weight of a bull. This is partly true but there are other factors that influence calving ease. The dam and her management are at least 50% of calving ease. Also, the consistency of the birth weights of the sire and dam should be considered. Nutrition, gestation and environment all influence birth weight. We have rated each bull in the sale based on the information we have.

*** Should produce minimal problems when bred to moderate size first calf heifers
** Recommend for second calvers or smaller framed cows 1100 lbs to 1300 lbs
* Recommend for mature cows 1400 lbs plus

Delivery Options
A. If you wish you may take your cattle home sale day or within a week and receive a $100 discount per purchase.
B. Bulls and Females will be delivered free of charge up to 250 miles, further at cost. Delivery usually commences 2 –3 weeks after sale.
C. Bulls may be kept at Ter-Ron or Redrich free of charge until May 1, after that, $3.00 per day will be charged and animals must be picked up by the purchaser.

Price of Bulls in the “Get A Grip” Bull Sale the last 3 years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3000 to $4000</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4000 to $5000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5000 to $7000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7000 to $10,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000 to $15,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over $15,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Delivery Options
****All bulls staying at the farm must be insured by the purchaser - see page 4 for insurance.
**Sight Unseen Purchase Guarantee**

If you are unable to attend our sale, we have a “Sight Unseen Purchase Plan”. Under this program you will tell us about your needs and price and we will then have a buyer of your choice purchase the bull on your behalf. Upon delivery, if you are not satisfied, we still own the bull.
Canadian Farm Insurance Corp.
Agent Jill Wildman
Ph: 780-305-1146

All bulls staying at the farm must be insured by the purchaser.

Photographer
Grant Rolston Photography
403.593.2217

Special Representatives
Brett Wildman – Canadian Angus Association President
Brent Troyer – Canadian Red Angus Promotion Society
Blake Morton – Alberta Angus Association President
Brian Good – Canadian Angus Association Field Rep.

Accommodations
Please do not hesitate to call Maureen Adams or Tracy Dietrich to assist you with accommodations.

Stettler:
Super 8 – 403 742 3391
Ramada – 403 742 6555

Camrose:
Super 8 – 780 672 7303
Ramada – 780 672 5220

A few rooms are available at Forestburg Motor Inn, please let Tracy or Maureen know if you would like one of these.

Get a Grip 2017
Ter-Ron Farms

Announcements: Changes of information contained in this catalog will be corrected by announcements from the block at sale time and shall take precedence over any printed matter.

Semen: Ter-Ron or Redrich reserve the right to collect semen on any bull sold through this sale for in herd use only. This semen will be collected at the buyers convenience and seller’s expense.

Delivery: Delivery will commence in April. Please leave delivery instructions at time of settlement.

Certificate of Registry: A certificate of registry and transfer will be furnished for each animal after full payment has been made.

Cattle Inspection: All cattle carry permanent ID tags corresponding to sale Lot numbers. All shall be available for inspection prior to sale.

Females: All females are guaranteed breeders. The standard CAA guarantee will apply.

Bidding: Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder. Bidding disputes: The auctioneer will settle any disputes as to bids, and his decision on such matters shall be final.

Terms: The terms of the sale are cash or cheque. The right of property shall not pass until after settlement is made. All settlements will be made with the clerks of the sale immediately following the conclusion of the sale and before any cattle will be released from the sale facility. Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold.

Guarantee: We guarantee you a sound breeding bull, if he fails to be a satisfactory breeder, we will replace him with a bull of equal value or credit towards the purchase of another bull. No refunds. Bulls are not guaranteed to freeze semen, if you have any problems with your purchase, contact us immediately.

Insurance: Will be available sale day. All bulls fed for the month of April are at the purchasers risk and must be insured.

Liability: All persons who attend the sale do so at their own risk. Neither owners, clerks, or anyone connected with the sale assumes any responsibility, legal or otherwise for damage of any kind.
Welcome

On behalf of everyone here at Ter-Ron we would like to invite you to join us Thursday, March 15, for our 13th annual bull and select female sale.

We are a family based mixed cattle and grain operation and we love doing what we do. Everyone here chips in and works towards the same goal. We feel that our role in this industry is to produce a product that is suitable for you, the commercial cattleman. We strive to raise sound, functional cattle that last for years, thus putting more money in your pocket. We cull hard on feet, temperament, and udder quality every year in our herd. We are always trying to source new, quality genetics so we can keep offering new bloodlines for you, our valued customer, as well as improving our own herd.

This year’s offering is our best to date! The quality of the bulls and females is deep and ready for your approval. Once again, the bulls and heifers are grown on a high roughage TMR ration. The bulls will be semen tested and evaluated prior to the sale and the females have been palpated.

We would welcome your visit prior to the sale and would love to tour you around the bull and heifer pens. Once again we are excited to offer both Red Angus and Simmental genetics that would be an asset to anyone’s herd. There are no bulls sold in the sale that we wouldn’t use ourselves.

If you can’t make it to the sale for some reason (which we hope everyone can!) we have a few different options. We are pleased again to work with Bohrson Marketing. They are familiar with the cattle, so we encourage you to call them. Their expertise, professionalism, and knowledge is top notch. We also have Mark Shogan of DLMS again if you would like to view or bid online. Feel free to give Mark a call prior to the sale.

We have, and want to stay in this business for a long time and we stand behind our product 100%. If you have a problem with something purchased from us, we want to be the first to know about it, and we will do the best we can to create a win-win for both parties. We value the trust you put in our program.

If there is anything we can do to assist you with your bull purchase or heifer needs, no one knows the cattle better than we do ourselves. Please do not hesitate to give Rob or Terry a call and they can answer any questions you may have. We are here 7 days a week so stop in any time.

Please join us Thursday, March 15, 2018 at the farm, 3 miles south of Forestburg, for a great line up of bulls, a hot beef lunch, and refreshments. Also plan to stay for hospitality after the sale for visiting, refreshments, and post sale lunch.

Sincerely,

Terry & Sharon Adams
Rob, Maureen, Kasey, Maureen, Rob, Keely & Halley

Contact Us

**Terry**
Res: 780.582.2109  Cell: 780.385.1189
Email: smada@syban.net

**Rob**
Res: 780.582.3720  Cell: 780.385.0849

www.ter-ronfarms.com
**RED U-2 RENOWN 193C**

DUA 193C  1837648  January 22 2015   CE

BW: 82 lbs  Adj 205: 759 lbs  Adj 365: 1402 lbs

RED U-2 RECON 192Y
RED U-2 RECKONING 149A
RED U-2 ANEXA 271Y
RED U-2 DYNAMO 7021T
RED U-2 ENVIOUS 147X
RED U-2 ENVIOUS 216M

RED BRYLOR WEST JET 69W
RED U-2 LARKABA 8135U
RED HOWE MAGNUM 169W
RED U-2 ANEXA 333N
RED FLYING K DYNAMO 67K
RED U-2 ANEXA 549R
ACN DMM DYNASTY 15J
RED ENVIOUS 19U OF EAST FORK

BW: 4.3 WW: 64 YW: 104 Milk: 20 Total Mat: 51

- $75000 High Selling bull out of the U2 Ranch sale, purchased with Canadian Sires
- Renown possesses tremendous thickness, soundness, bone, foot size, and easy fleshing ability.
- Renown’s dam is ideal! She is a moderate framed, highly maternal cow that we would all like to have a herd of.
- First calf crop out of Renown is very impressive! His sons are the commercial cow man’s type, and the daughters are easy fleshing young females with a real maternal look.
- Owned with Canadian Sires and U2 Ranch

**RED U-2 REVERENCE 198C**

DUA 198C  1837764  January 22 2015   CE

BW: 81 lbs  Adj 205: 778 lbs  Adj 365: 1447 lbs

RED U-2 RECON 192Y
RED U-2 RECKONING 149A
RED U-2 ANEXA 271Y
RED DOL UPROAR 124U
RED U-2 LAKOTA 427Y
RED FLYING K LAKOTA 104U

BW: -1.3 WW: 50 YW: 80 Milk: 25 Total Mat: 50

- Reverence was purchased out of the U2 Ranch bull sale with Bar E-L Angus for $40000.
- He is our go to bull for calving ease. He carries himself in a proud manner, and he has a real herd bull look.
- Dark in colour, on a real solid foot, great hair, in a deep athletic package.
- His sons have the same attributes, and the daughters appear to have all the qualities we are looking for in a female.
- Owned with Allison Farms.

**RED TER-RON SHOCKER 10C**

HAL 10C  1842380  January 13 2015   CE

BW: 88 lbs  Adj 205: 841 lbs  Adj 365: 1342 lbs

TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y
RED TER-RON PARKER 34A
RED TER-RON DIAMOND MIST 164Y
RED TER-RON REALDEAL 01W
RED K ADAMS ZARIA 091Z
RED K ADAMS UNDECIDED 291U
RED K ADAMS SCARLETT 299S

BW: 2 WW: 75 YW: 111 Milk: 3 Total Mat: 40

- Shocker 10C - $35000 bull that sold to Goad’s, Corona Creek and David Mohr.
- Shocker is a very massive, impressive bull that looks great from all angles.
- Shocker is full of performance, thickness, correctness, and has a big, sound foot.
- He was the bull on the side of his mother when they won the Alberta Supreme Show at Farm Fair in 2015.
- Maternal brother to Hot Shot 10B and Lot 130C in this year’s sale.
- Owned with Goad’s, Corona Creek and David Mohr.
**RED TER-RON BAZINGA 13B**

RPAH 13B  1811453  January 08 2014  
BW: 83 lbs  Adj 205: 780 lbs  Adj 365: 1176 lbs  
HF TIGER ST  
TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y  
RED TER-RON GOLDIE 240L  
RED TER-RON TOUCHDOWN 85  
RED TER-RON AMBER 46W  
RED TER-RON AMBER 28P  
RED K ADAMS ZARIA 091Z  
RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A  
RED LAZY MC KINGMAN 16W  
RED LAZY MC MISS 67R  
RED TER-RON REALDEAL 01W  
RED LAZY MC SAVANAH 11S  
RED TER-RON PIRATE 1555  
RED X ADAMS SCARLETT 2959S  

**RED TER-RON HOT SHOT 10B**

HAL 10B  1785047  January 08 2014  
BW: 74 lbs  Adj 205: 773 lbs  Adj 365: 1266 lbs  
RED RMI REDMAN 1T  
RED LAZY MC KINGMAN 16W  
RED LAZY MC MISS 67R  
RED TER-RON REALDEAL 01W  
RED K ADAMS ZARIA 091Z  
RED K ADAMS UNDECIDED 291U  

**RED TER-RON CAPITAL 50C**

HFX 50C  1847954  January 22 2015  CE  
BW: 85 lbs  Adj 205: 764 lbs  Adj 365: 1352 lbs  
RED HOWE HUSTLE 13X  
RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A  
RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 293S  
RED BAR E-L APPROVAL 4L  
RED TER-RON LAURYN 918T  
RED TER-RON LAURYN 918J  

**RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A**

KTH 25A  1744790  January 24 2013  
BW: 90 lbs  Adj 205: 695 lbs  Adj 365: 1335 lbs  
RED LAZY MC HUSTLE 18T  
RED HOWE HUSTLE 13X  
RED HOWE MS BELLA 4N  
RED GEIS ZAMA PINE 123'03  
RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 293S  

**RED TER-RON BAZINGA 13B**

- High Selling bull from this sale to Goad Family Farm, Corona Creek, and David Mohr  
- Bazinga is wide made, big topped and huge barreled and consistently sires early gestation cattle, a trait that is passed down by his sire, Park Place, and Grand sire, Tiger.  
- The bulls that are sired by Bazinga are “cookie cutter” similar; their consistency is amazing.  
- Bazinga is now deceased, and semen is limited, so these genetics aren’t easy to come by.

**RED TER-RON HOT SHOT 10B**

- $30000 High Selling bull from this sale to Wood Coulee Red Angus.  
- Siring easy fleshing, low birth weight, moderate framed cattle  
- Dam was Supreme Champion Female at Farm Fair 2015  
- 2016 Canadian Angus Show Bull of the Year  
- Maternal brother to Shocker 10C and Lot 130C in this year’s sale  
- Owned with Wood Coulee Red Angus

**RED TER-RON CAPITAL 50C**

- $21000 herd sire purchased out of this sale by Redline Livestock and Diamond C Liberty Angus  
- We decided to infuse Capital into our herd because of his overall quality and his great dam, Lauren 918T.  
- His progeny are dark in colour with loads of hair, and are stout, sound, functional cattle that work well in all conditions.  
- Owned with Redline Livestock and Diamond C Liberty Angus.
**RED TER-RON HUSTLER 10E**

HFX 10E 1976772  January 16 2017  CE **

BW: 80 lbs  Adj 205: 700 lbs  Adj 365: 1309 lbs

- Red Howe Hustle 13X
- Red Twin Heritage Hustle 25A
- Red Twin Heritage Cher 293S
- Red Six Mile Sure Shot 195Z
- Red Ter-Ron Lauryn 151B
- Red Ter-Ron Lauryn 56Z

BW: 0.6  WW: 54  YW: 86  Milk: 15  Total Mat: 43

- Hustler 10E is one of the stoutest, wide based bulls in the pen
- Excellent, dark cherry red hair coat that really makes him stand out when you see him
- Excellent foot structure and testicular development
- His mother is a nice uddered cow that is very typical of the Lauryns

**RED TER-RON COUNTDOWN 15E**

HFX 15E 1976775  January 18 2017  CE *

BW: 88 lbs  Adj 205: 759 lbs  Adj 365: 1353 lbs

- Red U-2 Recon 192Y
- Red U-2 Reckoning 149A
- Red U-2 Anexa 271Y

RED U-2 RENOWN 193C

- Red U-2 Dynamo 7021T
- Red U-2 Envious 147X
- Red U-2 Envious 216M

- RED YY Red Knight 640F
- RED TER-RON Mambo 28K
- RED ALDER ABG Star Dust 8G

**RED TER-RON DUCHESS 831N**

- Red That’ll Do Critique 22C
- Red Mac Duchess 51F
- RED MISS SKY 12B

BW: 2.1  WW: 59  YW: 95  Milk: 16  Total Mat: 45

- Countdown is the first catalogued Renown son. Renown has added a lot of consistency to the bull pen
- This is a strong topped, thick made, long bodied bull with a tremendous spring of rib
- 15E really packs on the pounds in a very muscular and dense body type
- You will appreciate the balance and herd bull look that 15E possesses
- Maternal brother sold in last year’s sale to Adair Angus of Wolseley SK. Another top son of the 831N cow sold to Letniaks of Consort.
**RED TER-RON REVERE 20E**

HFX 20E  1998982  January 19 2017  CE ***

BW: 80 lbs  Adj 205: 691 lbs  Adj 365: 1285 lbs

RED U-2 RECON 192Y
RED U-2 RECKONING 149A
RED U-2 ANEXA 271Y

**RED U-2 REVERENCE 190C**

RED BDL UPROAR 124U
RED U-2 LAKOTA 427Y
RED FLYING K LAKOTA 104U

RED LCC MAJOR LEAGUE A502M
RED U-2 BIG LEAGUE 544R
RED U-2 ANEXA 09E

**RED TER-RON BRANDY 13X**

RED TER-RON FULLY LOADED 540R
RED TER-RON BRANDY 115U
RED TER-RON BRANDY 711L

• Our first Reverence son, and he is a ripper. One of the top calving ease prospects in the entire offering
• Excellent muscle shape, depth and has style to burn… and all of this on an excellent foot
• Dam has been a top producer year after year

**RED TER-RON PATRON 21E**

RPAH 21E  1987108  January 19 2017  CE ***

BW: 76 lbs  Adj 205: 703 lbs  Adj 365: 1241 lbs

RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A
RED TER-RON CAPITAL 50C
RED TER-RON LAURYN 918T
TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y
TER-RON ALICE 32A
RED TER-RON ALICE 71P

**RED HOWE HUSTLE 13X**
RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 293S
RED BAR-E-L APPROVAL 4L
RED TER-RON LAURYN 918U
HF TIGER ST OHF
RED TER-RON GOLDIE 240L
RED TER-RON TITANIC 011M
RED TER-RON ALICE 07L

BW: -3.2  WW: 43  YW: 73  Milk: 16  Total Mat: 39

• Patron puts it all together in terms of overall mass, width of top, thickness and strength of heart girth
• The Alice cow family shows up year after year, and they can raise herd bulls
• When you consider that Patron 21E started out at 76 lbs, and is out of a black Park Place daughter, you will realize he deserves a Serious Look
**RED TER-RON RENEW 25E**

HFX 25E 1976781 January 20 2017 CE *

BW: 104 lbs  Adj 205: 735 lbs  Adj 365: 1293 lbs

- RED U-2 RECON 149A
- RED U-2 RENN 193C
- RED U-2 ENVIOUS 147X
- RED SHODEREE DESTINY 114P
- RED TER-RON CRESTA 145U
- RED TER-RON CRESTA 204P

BW: 5.9  WW: 69  YW: 102  Milk: 10  Total Mat: 42

- True power bull here! Length, depth, thickness and overall mass on a tremendous foot.
- The Cresta 145U cow continues to produce year after year. This year she has a black red carrier son of Soo Line Motive that will be one to watch for next year.

**RED TER-RON THUNDER 27E**

HFX 27E 1976783 January 21 2017 CE **

BW: 70 lbs  Adj 205: 728 lbs  Adj 365: 1257 lbs

- RED HOWE HUSTLE 13X
- RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A
- RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 293S
- RED SIX MILE GAMER 224X
- RED TER-RON MISTY 64B
- RED TER-RON MISTY 14T
- RED LAZY MC HUSTLE 18T
- RED HOWE MS BELLA 4N
- RED GEIS ZAMA PINE 12303
- RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 160P
- RED VGW GAME PLAN 816
- RED SIX MILE MS EXTRA 427U
- RED TER-RON FULLY LOADED 540R
- RED REDRICH MISTY 14R

BW: -2.2  WW: 50  YW: 78  Milk: 18  Total Mat: 45

- Thunder 27E is typical of the Hustle cattle….massive, deep and lots of hair and style.
- If you're looking for a bull to keep some females off of, give Thunder a good look.
Sully is a must-see herd sire prospect!
He definitely is one of the favourite bulls in the pen due to his overall mass, softness, hip shape, foot structure, hair coat, and colour.
Sully has a way of demanding your attention when you walk in the pen.
His dam, 93T, is no stranger to the lime light, as she has produced previous top sellers in our sale such as the Wicked bull (Lucky 7 Cattle) and Solo Cup (David Mohr of Consort).
We feel Sully 26E is a herd bull we have to implement in our program.

Gunshot would be one of the premiere calving ease bulls in the whole pen.
We think 29E has a lot to offer, with his overall softness, length of quarter, width of top, and thickness.
His dam is a maternal sister to the Continental bull that was the high seller in last year’s sale to Circle G. She is also a sister to Bazinga.
**RED TER-RON EXTRA 31E**

HFX 31E 1976785
January 22 2017  CE ***
BW: 75 lbs    Adj 205: 727 lbs
Adj 365: 1365 lbs

HF TIGER ST OHF
TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y
RED TER-RON GOLDIE 240L
RED TER-RON BAZINGA 13B
RED TER-RON TOUCHDOWN 8S
RED TER-RON AMBER 46W
RED TER-RON AMBER 28P
RED BIEBER MAKE MIMI 7249
RED FEDDES BIG SKY R9
RED FEDDES LAKINA 310
RED TER-RON GOLDIE 64A
RED LAZY MC DIVIDE 81
RED TER-RON GOLDIE 240L
RED TER-RON GOLDIE 240J

**RED TER-RON GOLDIE 64A**

• Another heifer bull prospect that has the same thickness, depth, and foot quality that Renown has given us.
• Dam is an excellent uddered, moderate framed, Kingman daughter.
• Another son of 71Y, sold in last year’s sale to Ken and Denise Roberts. Another son sold to Hadwins.

**RED TER-RON HEATHER 71Y**

• Another heifer bull prospect that has the same thickness, depth, and foot quality that Renown has given us.
• Dam is an excellent uddered, moderate framed, Kingman daughter.
• Another son of 71Y, sold in last year’s sale to Ken and Denise Roberts. Another son sold to Hadwins.

**RED TER-RON MALKIN 33E**

HFX 33E 1976789  January 23 2017  CE ***
BW: 72 lbs    Adj 205: 657 lbs    Adj 365: 1192 lbs

RED U-2 RECON 192Y
RED U-2 ANEXA 271Y
RED U-2 DYNAMO 7021T
RED U-2 ENVIOUS 216M
RED U-2 REDMAN 1T
RED LAZY MC KINGMAN 16W
RED TER-RON HEATHER 71Y
RED TER-RON HEATHER 25W

• Thanks to Al Wenstob and Randy McGowan for clipping our bulls every year and Kylie Simpson for her help throughout the year.

**RED TER-RON**

BW: -3.7  WW: 52  YW: 80  Milk: 14  Total Mat: 40
- Extra would be one of the deepest, softest made bulls in the whole pen.
- His picture describes him to a T. He is that good!
- Extra has a well-designed foot, and is from the same cow family as bulls such as Fully Loaded.

**RED TER-RON**

BW: -2.8  WW: 41  YW: 66  Milk: 18  Total Mat: 41
- Another heifer bull prospect that has the same thickness, depth, and foot quality that Renown has given us.
- Dam is an excellent uddered, moderate framed, Kingman daughter.
- Another son of 71Y, sold in last year’s sale to Ken and Denise Roberts. Another son sold to Hadwins.
• Here is a bull that phenotypically and genotypically has it all.
• Dam is a direct Tiger 5T daughter who is a full sister to Park Place 18Y
• Goldeye is solid made, with a real nice look and is destined for great things.
• if you're looking for a bull that can calve easy, add maternal characteristics to your herd, with a different twist to his pedigree, check this guy out!

• Eclipse is another stout, deep ribbed, Hustle son.
• We have calved a few Hustle daughters and are very pleased with the udder structure.
• Dam is a moderate framed cow that is from the Brandy cow family

• These Renown sons are like cookie cutters in the way they are made.
• Thick, deep ribbed, wide topped, good footed, and lots of heart girth pretty well describes all the Renowns.
• 4T's dam, 4T, has produced a previous high seller in the sale that sold to Cockburn Red Angus. He turned out to be a very good breeding bull for them.

• These Renown sons are like cookie cutters in the way they are made.
• Thick, deep ribbed, wide topped, good footed, and lots of heart girth pretty well describes all the Renowns.
• 4T's dam, 4T, has produced a previous high seller in the sale that sold to Cockburn Red Angus. He turned out to be a very good breeding bull for them.
RED TER-RON

**ENTERPRISE 50E**

HFX 50E 1976795 January 26 2017  CE ***

**BW:** 76 lbs  **Adj 205:** 634 lbs  **Adj 365:** 1082 lbs

- RED U-2 RECON 149A
- RED U-2 RENOWN 193C
- RED U-2 ENVIOUS 147X
- RED U-2 BIG LEAGUE 544R
- RED TER-RON PAIGE 122U
- RED TER-RON 509P

**BW:** -1.3  **WW:** 42  **YW:** 57  **Milk:** 16  **Total Mat:** 41

- Enterprise is a smooth made Renown son who is very straight in his lines, soft made and very correctly put together.
- Dam is a moderate framed, high volume Big League daughter that produces very well
- Lots of calving ease bred right into this bull

**RED TER-RON EXCEL 49E**

HFX 49E 1976794 January 26 2017  CE ***

**BW:** 72 lbs  **Adj 205:** 642 lbs  **Adj 365:** 1281 lbs

- TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y
- RED TER-RON BAZINGA 13B
- RED TER-RON AMBER 46W
- RED LAZY MC KINGMAN 16W
- RED TER-RON SAMARIA 36Y
- RED NDCC FARGO SAMARIA 103L

**BW:** 2.8  **WW:** 62  **YW:** 98  **Milk:** 14  **Total Mat:** 41

- Synergy 54E is one of the growthiest, high performing bulls with extra length and frame while still being stout made.
- If you’re looking to add some pounds to your calf crop and keep some very nice replacements, give 54E a serious look.
- We love the body type and udder quality the 906W cow continues to possess

CWA 2017 - Diamond Mist 26C
**RED TER-RON INFORMER 56E**

HFX 56E 1976796 January 27 2017  CE *

BW: 88 lbs  Adj 205: 755 lbs  Adj 365: 1232 lbs

RED HOWE HUSTLE 11X
RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A
RED TWIN HOWE HERITAGE CHER 2935
RED SIX MILE GAMER 224X
RED TER-RON DUCHESS 94B

BW: 1.9  WW: 56  YW: 77  Milk: 19  Total Mat: 47

- A very deep sided, athletic, Hustle son that has a real presence to him.
- Informer should infuse stoutness and power in his calf crop.
- A sister to 56E sold in last year’s sale to Tom Leslie.

---

**RED TER-RON TANGO 58E**

HFX 58E 1976798 January 28 2017  CE *

BW: 90 lbs  Adj 205: 705 lbs  Adj 365: 1329 lbs

RED HOWE HUSTLE 11X
RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A
RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 2935
RED LAZY MC HUSTLE 18T
RED HOWE MS BELLA 4N
RED GEIS ZAMA PINE 123/03
RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 160P
RED VGW GAME PLAN 816
RED SIX MILE MS EXTRA 427U
RED TER-RON SOAPY 910M

BW: 2.1  WW: 64  YW: 104  Milk: 15  Total Mat: 48

- A dark cherry red Hustle son with lots of style, length, and overall body mass.
- Tango 58E is very sound on his feet and legs, and certainly garners your attention in the pen.
- Ranks in the top 10% of breed for yearling weight, top 6% for weaning weight, and top 2% for total maternal.

---

**RED TER-RON ELECTRA 61E**

HFX 61E 1976799 January 28 2017  CE *

BW: 98 lbs  Adj 205: 739 lbs  Adj 365: 1311 lbs

RED LAZY MC HUSTLE 18T
RED HOWE MS BELLA 4N
RED GEIS ZAMA PINE 123/03
RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 160P
RED VGW GAME PLAN 816
RED SIX MILE MS EXTRA 427U
RED TER-RON DUCHESS 66S
RED TER-RON DUCHESS 6P
RED TER-RON DUCHESS 94B
RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A
RED TWIN HOWE HERITAGE CHER 2935
RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 160P
RED VGW GAME PLAN 816
RED SIX MILE MS EXTRA 427U
RED TER-RON DUCHESS 66S
RED TER-RON DUCHESS 6P
RED TER-RON DUCHESS 94B

BW: 4.5  WW: 63  YW: 94  Milk: 13  Total Mat: 43

- Another big performance Renown son with loads of mass, thickness, and hair coat.
- 61E will add pounds to his calf crop and mature into a solid bull.
- Real solid dam with a nicely structured udder.
TER-RON FARMS ANGUS YEARLING BULLS

**RED TER-RON CARLOS 64E**
HFX 64E 1976801 January 29 2017 CE **
BW: 80 lbs Adj 205: 771 lbs Adj 365: 1240 lbs

- Red Ter-Ron Park Place 18Y
- Red Ter-Ron Diamond Mist 164Y
- Red U-2 Big League 544R
- Red Ter-Ron Brandy 211M
- Red LCC Major League A502M
- Red U-2 Anexa 09E
- Red Ter-Ron Titanic 011M
- Red Ter-Ron Heather 22P
- Red Ter-Ron Heather 22L
- Red Ter-Ron Santana 73C
- Red Ter-Ron Brandy 162Y
- Red Ter-Ron Diamond Mist 152W
- Red Howe Mr Matrix 7L

**Retention 1/3 Semen Interest**
BW: -1.1 WW: 57 YW: 73 Milk: 11 Total Mat: 40
- Only Santana son in the sale. Santana was our high selling bull a couple years back to Blairs.Ag and Santiago Debernardi from Argentina. We didn’t get to use Santana as much as we would have liked because of his close relationship to our herd.
- Calving ease prospect with lots of length of spine, nice hair coat, and an honest design.
- Dam is another big volume Big League daughter.

**RED TER-RON VENTURE 67E**
RPAH 67E 1998974 January 30 2017 CE ***
BW: 83 lbs Adj 205: 702 lbs Adj 365: 1216 lbs

- Red U-2 Recon 192Y
- Red U-2 Reckoning 149A
- Red U-2 Anexa 271Y
- Red U-2 Reverence 198C
- Red BDL Uproar 124U
- Red U-2 Lakota 427Y
- Red Flying K Lakota 104U
- Red LCC Major League A502M
- Red U-2 Big League 544R
- Red U-2 Anexa 09E
- Red Ter-Ron Diamond Mist 152W
- Red Howe Mr Matrix 7L
- RED TER-RON DIAMOND MIST 290R
- BIG SKY DIAMOND MIST 290

- Retaining 1/3 Semen Interest
- BW: -1.8 WW: 46 YW: 61 Milk: 19 Total Mat: 41
- A feature calving ease Reverence son that really puts it all together.
- We really appreciate his correctness, smooth shoulder, and soft made look and overall body mass.
- Dark, cherry red in colour, athletic in his movement, and real strong in his fore rib, all on a very good foot.
- His dam is a moderate framed, nice uddered cow who has also produced sons that have sold to Shiloh Cattle Co, Grote Ranch, Dale McNabb, and Maynard Boese.
Here is a Hot Shot son that is soft sided with lots of muscle expression, travels on a good foot, and stands out in the pen for his attractiveness.

We feel that the Hot Shot group is a very solid set this year and 68E definitely contributes to this group.

Sleep at night calving ease with this Capital son! Dark red in colour, lots of hair and stoutness in this bull. His easy keeping, excellent uddered dam is proving to be a good producer in her young life.

Another calving ease son of Capital 50C that has bred really well for us on his first try. A smooth made, well balanced, dark cherry red bull that has a nice look. Dam is a tank of a cow that also raised a bull that sold to Van Slyke Brothers at Heisler, AB. A feature bred heifer in our pen is also out of the same dam, 110Z.

Another calving ease son of Capital 50C that has bred really well for us on his first try. A smooth made, well balanced, dark cherry red bull that has a nice look. Dam is a tank of a cow that also raised a bull that sold to Van Slyke Brothers at Heisler, AB. A feature bred heifer in our pen is also out of the same dam, 110Z.
RED TER-RON
BOULDER 75E
HAL 75E 1976843 January 31 2017  CE *
BW: 87 lbs  Adj 205: 870 lbs  Adj 365: 1398 lbs
RED U-2 RECON 192Y
RED U-2 ANEXA 271Y
RED U-2 DYNAMO 7021T
RED U-2 ENVIOSUS 216M
RED HOWE ANEXA 13X
RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 293S
RED TER-RON REALDEAL 01W
BIG SKY DIAMOND MIST 290
BW: 3.8  WW: 68  YW: 106  Milk: 17  Total Mat: 50
• Boulder is one of our favourite Renown sons in the pen.
• You have to appreciate him for his structural correctness, overall body mass, sogginess, and the way he struts around the pen so proudly, all on a real good foot.
• Dam is just a two year old Hustle daughter that Halley did well with in 4H.
• 75E has been admired by many people that have toured the pens

RED TER-RON
REV 85E
RPAH 85E 2012617 February 01 2017  CE ***
BW: 69 lbs  Adj 205: 724 lbs  Adj 365: 1278 lbs
RED U-2 RECON 192Y
RED U-2 ANEXA 271Y
RED BD LAKOTA 124U
RED FLYING K LAKOTA 134U
RED HOWE CONQUEST 4405P
RED C-T LASS 0120
RED FCC RAMBO 502
RED NSFR MTX W14
• A Reverence sired bull that is out of just a first calf heifer.
• Style to burn, lots of length, smooth shouldered, wide topped, with a real "Angus" head

RED TER-RON
SPECTRE 89E
HFX 89E 1976805 February 01 2017  CE **
BW: 85 lbs  Adj 205: 742 lbs  Adj 365: 1263 lbs
RED HOWE ANEXA 13X
RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 293S
RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 160P
RED VGW GAME PLAN 816
RED SIX MILE MS EXTRAVAGANT 427U
RED HANDFORD DYNAMITE 135L
RED WARD'S FREYJA 491
BW: 0.3  WW: 53  YW: 78  Milk: 18  Total Mat: 43
• Spectre is a sharp fronted, clean shouldered Hustle son, that has plenty of body mass and volume.
• Dam is a beautiful uddered Gamer daughter that has turned into a nice young cow
Keely & Lexi attended the Wyoming College Judging School - June 2017

**RED TER-RON ROYAL 102E**

RPAH 102E 1998976 February 03 2017 CE ***

BW: 83 lbs  Adj 205: 691 lbs  Adj 365: 1256 lbs

RED U-2 RECKON 149A
RED U-2 REVERENCE 198C
RED U-2 LAKOTA 427Y
RED U-2 DYNAMO 7021T
RED LFE SERENA 190X
RED LFE SERENA 123T

BW: -0.9  WW: 46  YW: 73  Milk: 20  Total Mat: 43

- Royal is another feature calving ease son of Reverence, backed by the Serena cow who seems to crank one out every year.
- The correctness and style 102E possesses is what will make him regarded as one of the “sleepers” in the sale.
- His dam, Serena 190X, has also produced bulls that have sold to Richard Gould of Rosalind, and John Schmidt of Coronation.

**RED TER-RON CAPTIVE 103E**

HFX 103E 1987114 February 03 2017 CE **

BW: 83 lbs  Adj 205: 716 lbs  Adj 365: 1318 lbs

RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A
RED TER-RON CAPITAL 50C
RED TER-RON LAURYN 918T
RED U-2 BIG LEAGUE 544R
RED TER-RON DUCHESS 156A
RED TER-RON DUCHESS 141W

BW: -0.9  WW: 46  YW: 68  Milk: 14  Total Mat: 37

- Captive is a feature Capital son that has extra muscle shape, and depth of rib & quarter
- We feel that Capital has bred really consistently on both sexes for us as well as for Redline Angus.
- Super attractive presence to this fella that grabs your eye when you walk in the pen.
- Dam is a super sound Big League daughter that produced a son that sold to Brett Twa in last year’s sale.

**RED TER-RON SMOAK 112E**

HFX 112E 1976818 February 05 2017 CE **

BW: 89 lbs  Adj 205: 701 lbs  Adj 365: 1310 lbs

TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y
RED TER-RON BAZINGA 138
RED TER-RON AMBER 46W
RED TER-RON RELOAD 703T
RED TER-RON BRANDY 15X
RED TER-RON BRANDY 11C

BW: 0.2  WW: 60  YW: 87  Milk: 4  Total Mat: 33

- Smoak demonstrates what Bazinga has done for our program… easy doing, super soft made, good footed, and a real nice look to him,
- Dam is a big volume Reload daughter with a super sound udder that seems to do it every year.
- Full brother sold to long time bull customers, Letniaks at Consort.
- Very nice bull here!
Visitors from Argentina

**RED TER-RON PIRATE 123E**

HFX 123E 1987115  
February 08 2017   CE **
BW:  89 lbs      Adj 205: 686 lbs      Adj 365: 1273 lbs

- Pirate 123E is a dark cherry red Capital son that probably follows his sire as much as any in the sale.
- Moderate in stature but has lots of muscle mass, width of top, and a real balanced look.
- This bull will be spotted by many good cattlemen on sale day
- Dam is super cool made, and has the type of udder that we would all love to have a herd of. If it’s not perfect, it’s damn close!

**RED TER-RON WRATH 114E**

HFX 114E 1976816  
February 05 2017   CE **
BW:  90 lbs      Adj 205: 698 lbs      Adj 365: 1307 lbs

- Moderate framed Hustle son who has to be appreciated for his overall mass, quality of feet and legs, and overall depth.
- If you’re looking to knock a little leg off some bigger framed cows, consider 114E
- Dam is a typical Kingman, moderate and very good uddered.

**RED TER-RON JUSTICE 125E**

RPAH 125E 1976765  
February 09 2017   CE *
BW:  98 lbs      Adj 205: 755 lbs      Adj 365: 1291 lbs

- Justice is a power bull that will be sure to add pounds to your calf crop.
- He carries a pile of depth and dimension with a very nice hair coat.
- His dam, Alice 31Y, is a past Farm Fair Champion female and has been flushed successfully.
**RED TER-RON NUFF SAID 128E**

HFX 128E  1976826 February 10 2017  CE **

BW: 93 lbs  Adj 205: 775 lbs  Adj 365: 1289 lbs

- Another solid Bazinga, with a lot of width, hind quarter, and easy fleshing ability.
- Cool coloured, carries his muscle down low, stout made over his top, and can travel with ease on a big foot.
- Full brother to 128E had a 78 lb birth weight this year.
- His dam, 107R, is 13 years old, so there is lots of longevity in his genetics.
- Other sons of 107R have sold to Goads, Spruceville Cattle Co, Wittmack Farms, and the Erskine Colony.

**RED TER-RON BLOCKBUSTER 130E**

HAL 130E  1976844 February 10 2017  CE *

BW: 98 lbs  Adj 205: 829 lbs  Adj 365: 1313 lbs

- Blockbuster is an absolute power house Renown son out of the great Zaria 091Z.
- This bull has incredible muscle mass, is wide topped with lots of lower third and has a tremendous foot structure. All of this with fluid movement.
- His dam needs no introduction as she was named the 2015 Alberta Supreme Champion at Farm Fair International. Halley is still driving her truck proudly.
- Zaria's off spring are averaging well over $30000, with the Hot Shot 10B bull selling to Wood Coulee Red Angus, Swift Current SK, and the Shocker 10C bull selling to Goads, Corona Creek, and David Mohr.
- Blockbuster 130E will be a definite sale feature.
**134E**

**RED TER-RON RANGER 134E**

HFX 134E  1976827  February 11 2017  CE *

- BW: 96 lbs     Adj 205: 808 lbs    Adj 365: 1344 lbs

- Ranger is another solid made Renown son who is real complete in his make up.
- Lots of muscle shape, a big hip and lots of length complete this guy.
- His mother is a super nice made black Git-R-Done cow that stems from a long line of good udders.

**135E**

**RED TER-RON WALL STREET 135E**

KEEL 135E  2005831  February 11 2017  CE *

- BW: 88 lbs     Adj 205: 796 lbs  Adj 365: 1405 lbs

- Wall Street is considered by some to be the top bull in the pen.
- He's super deep bodied and stout made with a very stylish, attractive front end and a dark red hair coat to top things off.
- Maternally, his mother is a very good young Kingman daughter with a super correct udder structure.
- We are so high on the 55A cow that she is currently being flushed.
- Another son of the 55A cow was sold to Hadwin Cattle Co, Consort AB.
**RED TER-RON SHOTGUN 140E**

**RPAH 140E 1999077 February 13 2017 CE**

- BW: 90 lbs
- Adj 205: 651 lbs
- Adj 365: 1394 lbs

- RED TER-RON PARKER 34A
- RED TER-RON SHOCKER 10C
- RED ADAMS ZARIA 0912
- RED FEDDES BIG SKY 93
- RED TER-RON ALYSA 63A
- RED TER-RON ALYSA 133M

**BW: 1.4 WW: 66 YW: 99 Milk: 9 Total Mat: 43**

- Shot Gun is out of the powerhouse Shocker bull that is proving to be a real performance bull.
- He is very stylish in his makeup with lots of natural thickness and muscle expression.
- His dam is a moderate framed, long bodied, deep made cow with a nicely made udder.

**RED TER-RON BUCKSHOT 142E**

**HFX 142E 1976831 February 14 2017 CE**

- BW: 89 lbs
- Adj 205: 788 lbs
- Adj 365: 1404 lbs

- RED LAZY MC KINGMAN 16W
- RED TER-RON HOT SHOT 10B
- RED K ADAMS ZARIA 0912
- RED SPRING CREEK HI HO 10N
- RED BROWNALTA HI HO 4S
- RED BROWNALTA HI MARK 12L

- RED LAZY MC MISS 67R
- RED TER-RON REALDEAL 01W
- RED K ADAMS UNDECIDED 291U
- RED SPRING CREEK HIGH POWER 7I
- RED BROWNALTA BANDIT 12J

**BW: 1 WW: 54 YW: 84 Milk: 11 Total Mat: 35**

- Buckshot 142E is another Hot Shot son that really resembles his sire, with extra length, depth, thickness and overall quality.
- The 45 is cow is still going strong at 12 years of age, and still producing high quality offspring.
- A top son, Trigger 80B, is working very successfully in the Twin Heritage herd at Sheho, SK.
**RED TER-RON REV 152E**

RPAH 152E  2005832  February 17 2017   CE ***

BW: 79 lbs      Adj 205: 716 lbs    Adj 365: 1318 lbs

- Red U-2 RECKONING 149A
- Red U-2 REVERENCE 198C
- Red U-2 DIAMOND MIST 134V
- Red U-2 SHAWNS 150C
- Red U-2 REVERENCE 198C
- Red U-2 REVERENCE 198C
- Red U-2 REVERENCE 198C
- Red U-2 REVERENCE 198C
- Red U-2 REVERENCE 198C
- Red U-2 REVERENCE 198C
- Red U-2 REVERENCE 198C
- Red U-2 REVERENCE 198C
- Red U-2 REVERENCE 198C
- Red U-2 REVERENCE 198C
- Red U-2 REVERENCE 198C

BW: 0.6    WW: 55    YW: 87    Milk: 20    Total Mat: 47

- Rev 152E is a calving ease prospect that we graded very high.
- Very stylish, great hair, lots of rib and thickness.
- Dam is a first calver that did an excellent job on her first try.

**RED TER-RON REV 153E**

RPAH 153E  1976766  February 17 2017  CE *

BW: 88 lbs      Adj 205: 767 lbs    Adj 365: 1390 lbs

- Red HOWE HUSTLE 13X
- Red TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A
- Red TWIN HERITAGE ASTER 90A
- Red TWIN HERITAGE ASTER 40Y

BW: 1.2    WW: 65    YW: 106    Milk: 16    Total Mat: 47

- Redskin is an eye appealing bull that carries himself proudly and is rich in hair colour and quality.
- He has lots of length and a great muscle pattern to complement his look.
- Dam is a black Park Place daughter who has a great future.

**RED TER-RON REV 157E**

HFX 157E  1999083  February 19 2017   CE **

BW: 86 lbs      Adj 205: 743 lbs    Adj 365: 1301 lbs

- Red TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y
- Red TER-RON PARKER 34A
- Red TER-RON SHOCKER 10C
- Red TER-RON REALDEAL 01W
- Red K ADAMS ZARIA 0912
- Red FLYING K JULIAN 72Y
- Red TER-RON LUCY 142A

BW: 0.7    WW: 62    YW: 93    Milk: 8    Total Mat: 39

- A moderate birth weight bull with style, on a nice frame size.
- Lots of length in a massive body, with a smooth front end.
- His dam is one of our good, young Julian daughters who is very good footed, deep, and broody.

**RED TER-RON POWERSTROKE 165E**

HFX 165E  1976837  February 26 2017  CE **

BW: 88 lbs      Adj 205: 745 lbs    Adj 365: 1207 lbs

- Red U-2 RECKONING 149A
- Red U-2 RENOWN 193C
- Red U-2 ENVIOUS 147X
- Red U-2 BIG LEAGUE 544R
- Red TER-RON CRESTA 125U
- Red TER-RON CRESTA 104P

BW: 1.3    WW: 52    YW: 64    Milk: 19    Total Mat: 44

- Powerstroke is probably the most moderate framed Renown son in the offering.
- He has a bold, impressive muscle pattern with lots of top, rugged and built to last.
- His dam is a deep, massive built Big League cow that has been a no miss herd bull producer.
- Other sons have sold to Roger Thompson, Stacy Peterson, Wildor Farms, and Wayne Trenerry.

**RED TER-RON PANTHER 197E**

RPAH 197E  1999079  April 04 2017  CE *

BW: 95 lbs      Adj 205: 853 lbs    Adj 365: 1403 lbs

- Red TER-RON PARKER 34A
- Red TER-RON SHOCKER 10C
- Red K ADAMS ZARIA 0912
- Red K ADAMS UNDECIDED 291U
- Red TONGUEVER JUBILATION
- Red FLYING K TAMMY 15W
- Red TER-RON LUCY 140Y

BW: 1.4    WW: 60    YW: 83    Milk: 8    Total Mat: 38

- Panther is the youngest bull in the sale, but because of his tremendous quality, we thought we'd add him.
- We feel 197E has the potential to be a top notch, good power bull.
- He is a heavy muscled, deep, soft made bull with a real nice look.
- Dam also produced a bull that is working at Broken Saw Farms in Smithers, BC.
**TER-RON SPECIALIST 030E**

HFX 030E 1212646 January 27 2017 CE ***

BW: 84 lbs  Adj 205: 763 lbs  Adj 365: 1453 lbs

- IPU RED SPECIALIST 70T
- TER-RON SPECIALIST 4118B
  - MAJESTIC MISS CANDACE 18Y
- SPRINGCREEK OLYMPIAN 66A
- TER-RON JOLETTE 530C
  - CG BLACK/JOLETTE 230X

WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P
- IPU MS RED RIBEYE 201R
- JF MILESTONE 999W
- ANKONY MISS CANDACE P6
- SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y
- SPRINGCREEK LINNE 35R
- SPRINGCREEK RED TANK 55S
  - CG BLACK/JOLETTE 341X

BW: 84 lbs  Adj 205: 763 lbs  Adj 365: 1453 lbs

- Real nice calving ease bull with that baldie face and style to burn.
- 030E has a lot of correctness, is smooth shouldered and has a nice skull.
- Lots of depth and thickness will make him a favourite.
- Dam is a first calf Olympian daughter.

---

**TER-RON VISION 22E**

HFX 22E 1212630 February 15 2017 CE ***

BW: 84 lbs  Adj 205: 750 lbs  Adj 365: 1336 lbs

- MR CCF VISION
- SKORS VISION 138C
  - SKORS RADIANT 62A
- SKORS ENTICER 171Z
- TER-RON DEB 22B
  - D BAR C DEB 22X

- MR NLC UPGRADE U8676
  - MISS ELSA
  - 3D BLK FULL THROTTLE 483X
  - SKORS MS BLACKIE 186T
  - SHS ENTICER P1B
  - SKORS BLACK MAIDEN 91T
  - SPRINGCREEK RED TANK 55S
  - D BAR C DEB 316N

BW: 2.9 WW: 76 YW: 117 Milk: 23 Total Mat: 60

- Another calving ease bull that has lots of softness, eye appeal, and correctness to his make up.
- Dam is a super uddered Skors Enticer daughter that has loads of capacity and do-ability.

---

**TER-RON VISION 50E**

HFX 50E 1212689 February 07 2017 CE *

BW: 93 lbs  Adj 205: 726 lbs  Adj 365: 1312 lbs

- MR CCF VISION
- SKORS VISION 138C
  - SKORS RADIANT 62A
- SPRINGCREEK TEDDY 72U
- DOUBLE BAR D NAOMI 650X
  - DOUBLE BAR D NAOMI 76S

- MR NLC UPGRADE U8676
  - MISS ELSA
  - 3D BLK FULL THROTTLE 483X
  - SKORS MS BLACKIE 186T
  - WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P
  - SPRINGCREEK LINNE 35R
  - SPRINGCREEK RED TANK 55S
  - IPU RED MS NOPHALT 121M

BW: 2.6 WW: 73 YW: 113 Milk: 22 Total Mat: 58

- Here is a bull that you really have to appreciate for his structural correctness, his depth of rib, and how he carries himself.
- 50E’s mother has been a solid producer with a very sound udder attachment.
TER-RON FINAL AFFAIR 54E

HFX 54E 1213028 January 28 2017  CE *
BW: 94 lbs  Adj 205: 850 lbs  Adj 365: 1613 lbs

REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
STF ROYAL AFFAIR Z44M
WHEATLAND LADY 212Z
WHEATLAND FINAL AFFAIR
RF DOUBLE UP 57W
TER-RON MS 354A
DEEG MS 54Y

BW: 4.4  WW: 72  YW: 104  Milk: 20  Total Mat: 56
- Big time power bull here, with a lot of growth, length of spine, heavy muscling, and stoutness.
- 54E will definitely add pounds to his calf crop.
- Dam is a tremendous uddered Double Up daughter.

TER-RON 179E

HFX 179E not registered March 7 2017  CE*
Jan 5 wt: 1065 lbs

SHS ENTICER P18
SKORS ENTICER 171Z
SKORS BLACK MAIDEN 91T
TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y
TER-RON MISS NUFF 3A
RED DKF MISS NUFF 107R

TCF/RCC TEMPTATION GJ640
ROCKY HILLS JD
CNS DREAM ON L186
SKORS KNIGHTS MAIDEN 78R
HF TIGER 5T
RED TER-RON GOLDIE 240L
RED GOLD-BAR NUFF SAID MM 110N
RED DKF MISS MAT 54K

- HALF BLOOD Simm/Angus bull that we thought was just too good to not put on offer.
- Nicely made, smooth shouldered, nice haired bull that will sire top replacements.
- Dam is a real nice Angus cow.
- NOTE: Sells without papers

TER-RON FINAL AFFAIR 777E

HFX 777E 1213029 January 19 2017  CE*
BW: 90 lbs  Adj 205: 850 lbs  Adj 365: 1473 lbs

REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
STF ROYAL AFFAIR Z44M
WHEATLAND LADY 212Z
WHEATLAND FINAL AFFAIR
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
TER-RON MISS LABEL 377A
MOTOE CREEK MISS LABEL

BW: 3.6  WW: 64  YW: 93  Milk: 19  Total Mat: 51
- Another blaze faced bull, with extra length and presence.
- Powerfully constructed in his make up, with added bone and lots of shape to his muscle pattern.
- Dam is a broody Stubby daughter.
BW: 5.6  WW: 72  YW: 104  Milk: 19  Total Mat: 55

- Enforcer is probably the most complete red bulls we have offered.
- Very good profiling, just like his picture shows, has amazing thickness, soft made appearance, and a big, powerful hip structure.
- Great foot under this guy and he moves really well.
- Dam was purchased from Maxwells out of the Camrose Country Classic Sale. She is moderate in her frame and has a solid, functional udder structure.
- Brother sold in last year’s sale to Jay-Shaw Simmentals, Lavoy AB
- Tested Homo Polled.

Red Ter-Ron Diamond Mist 26C - Renown Heifer at side
Reserve Champion First Lady Futurity CWA 2017
and recently named Miss World Angus 2017

Kasey winning Junior Herdsman at Calgary Stampede 2017
There is a lot of excitement at Redrich Farms these days. It is hard to believe that it has been 13 years we have been welcoming you to our annual sale. We have seen a lot of changes and growth in that time. Our kids have grown and not only are they slave labor but also decision makers in our business. Welcoming Shania to the family this summer will be so much fun. She and Ty have fit into putting up with mom & dad everyday quite well. Even though Gus works full time in Stettler he still finds time to be home helping us when we most need it. Katie and Ryan are farming, we don’t see them as often as we would like but sure enjoy their visits when they get to Redrich. Lexi is in Gr.8 and is a lot of help now. She takes a special interest in her cows and when they calve looking for the next show prospect.

The bulls are a strong group of cow and heifers bulls for our customers. We search continually for different genetics and are confident these new sires are doing a great job. We realize there are many choices when it comes to seed stock producers and THANK YOU for choosing us and taking the time to look through our bulls.

The bulls are fed and stay at the farm until the morning of the sale. Please feel free to visit anytime, we are home because next year’s calves are coming. Call Bill, Ty or Bailey with any questions about the offering. We also have a great sale staff and they have been through our pen at home, please call them or DLMS for any assistance you may need.

See you sale day and let’s hope that the spring storms are easy on us this year.

Bill, Tracy, & Family

Contact Us
Phone: 780.889.2259   Cell: 780-608-7173  
Box 30 Forestburg AB T0B 1N0  
Email - redrichfarms@gmail.com  
www.redrichfarms.com

RED REDRICH ELITE 1E
KAAD 1E 1975348 January 07 2017  CE **
BW: 85 lbs  Adj 205: 609 lbs  Adj 365: 1224 lbs
RED TER-RON RELOAD 70ST
RED WILBAR LONGITUDE 646T
RED WILBAR LANA 346N
RED MRHA 23W
RED MRLA 73T
RED MRLA 23W
REDRICH ENCHANTRESS 1Z
GRRR 8U ENCHANTRESS 5X

BW: -1.6  WW: 51  YW: 85  Milk: 9  Total Mat: 34

• Dark cherry red with large scrotal.
• Very eye appealing with loads of style and muscle shape.
• Indexed 109 for yearling weight with a 3.88 lbs/day gain since weaning.
**RED REDRICH ENTWHISTLE 609E**

RRF 609E  1982329 February 16 2017   CE ***

- BW: 79 lbs  
- Adj 205: 595 lbs  
- Adj 365: 1032 lbs

- RED TER-RON BIG LEAGUE106X  
- RED COCKBURN ALCATRAZ 394A  
- RED COCKBURN ROSA 271T

**Red YY Urisal 609S**  
**Dam of Lot 309**

- Excellent bull for heifers.
- Maternal brother, Sizzler 609Z, has had a huge impact on our herd. He is a calving ease bull with exceptional growth and we now know, his daughters are outstanding.
- Dam, 609S, was our pick from the Chickadee herd before Jim dispersed.
- Maternal brother sold to Dale McNabb.

---

**RED REDRICH ELVIRA 101E**

RRF 101E  1982319 February 08 2017   CE **

- BW: 90 lbs  
- Adj 205: 640 lbs  
- Adj 365: 1176 lbs

- RED TER-RON BIG LEAGUE106X  
- RED COCKBURN ALCATRAZ 394A  
- RED COCKBURN ROSA 271T

**Red YY Urisal 609S**  
**Dam of Lot 309**

- Dark red, great hair, and very smooth made.
- Indexed 102 at weaning weight.
- Dam is a smaller cow that is very productive.
- Maternal brothers have sold to Coppock Legacy Farms, Albert & Janice Pidruchney, Russel Lohr and Tom Arnett.
- Her only daughter is retained in herd and raised a son, who made the bull pen, on her first try.

---

**RED REDRICH ELDORADO 26E**

RRF 26E  1982300 January 11 2017   CE ***

- BW: 58 lbs  
- Adj 205: 563 lbs  
- Adj 365: 1079 lbs

- RED BIEBER ROOSEVELT W384  
- RED BIEBER TILLY 599W  
- RED BAR-E-L RENEGADE 220R

**Red Redrich Robin 24Z**  
**Grand Dam of Lot 326**

- The Blockbuster sons are sleep at night calving ease bulls for your heifers. They are consistently born early.
- He was 275 days gestation.
- His daughters will be very maternal with his +24 milk EPD and his dam comes from our outstanding Robin cow family.
• Another Blockbuster son who is a calving ease dream for your heifers.
• 274 days gestation.
• His daughters will make great replacements. Moderate with outstanding milk.
• Dam & Granddam are both moderate, outstanding producers.

Aftershock - Supreme Champion Bull - Farmfair 2015 Sire of Lot 338

• Attractive, balanced and very complete.
• Indexed 111 at weaning. Dam is an Elite dam with the CAA.
• She is moderate sized, heavy milking and a great producer.
• First daughter sold to Wyoming in our online sale.
• Only other daughter is the dam to Lot 337.
• Full brother sold last year to Lorne Wallace.
RED RICHES ON YOU 351E
BAIL 351E 1976409
January 15 2017  CE **
BW: 88 lbs  Adj 205: 558 lbs  Adj 365: 1496 lbs
RED BAR-E-L RIBEYE 103R
RED COCKBURN RIBEYE 308U
RED WILBAR CORA 443P
RED SOO LINE POWER EYE 161X
RED GEIS KNIGHT HAWK 14’02
RED TR LYNN 301R
TR LYNN 105L
RED LAZY MC SMASH 41N
LAZY MC SMASH 50U
LAZY MC BESS 4K
RED RICHES ESSENCE 351E
RED TER-RON CINCH 910L
RED RICHES KD ESSENCE 258U
DMMJ MISS ESSENCE 58R

361
RED RICHES EARLY BIRD 361E
KAAD 361E 1975350 January 12 2017  CE ***
BW: 73 lbs  Adj 205: 574 lbs  Adj 365: 1160 lbs
RED BIEBER ROLLIN DEEP Y118
RED LAURON BLOCK BUSTER 78B
RED LAURON GENIE 138U
RED RICHES AFTERSHOCK 238A
RED RICHES ESSENCE 361C
RED RICHES ESSENCE 360Z
RED RICHES ESSENCE 359X

BW: -0.1  WW: 60  YW: 99  Milk: 9  Total Mat: 39
• This guy is a stout, large framed, performance oriented calf with just an 88 lb birthweight.
• Gained 4 lbs/day and indexed 166 for yearling weight.
• Maternal sister retained in herd that is a beautiful young cow.
• Paternal sister was named Heifer Calf Champion by CAA
• Dam is a dark red, moderate, great uddered and very complete cow.

31
RED REDRICH EQUATOR 50E

KAAD 50E  1975349 January 11 2017  CE **

BW: 85 lbs  Adj 205: 651 lbs  Adj 365: 1266 lbs

RED TER-RON RELOAD 703T
RED WILBAR LONGITUDE 646Y
RED WILBAR LANA 346N
RED MRLA 23S
RED REDRICH FIREFLY 50Y
RED COCKBURN FIREFLY 110S

• Another moderate birthweight, top performing Longitude son.
• Indexed 104 at weaning and 114 at yearling.
• A maternal brother sold to Carol & Gary Scheler & Chad Twait owns a full brother, KAAD 50 B

RED REDRICH EYE IN THE SKY 68E

TYD 68E  1975334 February 03 2017  CE ***

BW: 79 lbs  Adj 205: 595 lbs  Adj 365: 1200 lbs

RED COCKBURN RIBEYE 103R
RED BAR-E-L RIBEYE 103R
RED WILBAR CORA 443P
RED GEIS KNIGHT HAWK 14’02
TR LYNN 105L
RED LAZY MC SMASH 41N
LAZY MC BESS 4K
RED MOOSE CREEK TROOPER 45
RED REDRICH ANGEL 170S

• Moderate birthweight with good growth.
• Indexed 107 for yearling weight.
• Dam is a very nice cow with above average milk.
• Two sisters retained in herd.

RED REDRICH ESSENTIAL 71E

RRF 71E  1982317 February 07 2017  CE **

BW: 89 lbs  Adj 205: 625 lbs  Adj 365: 1140 lbs

RED BLYR PANAMA 69P
RED TER-RON ALICE 71T
RED TER-RON ALICE 71P
RED CRCC BOOM 100N
RED SOUTHLAND LAVAGIRL 54R
RED SPRING CREEK HI HO 8K
RED ROYAL DUCHESS 54J
RED ZAMA PINE 537G
RED THATLL DO RENEE 683H
RED TER-RON TITANIC 011M
RED TER-RON TITANIC 011R

• Very attractive & complete.
• Indexed 103 at weaning
• Dam is a model Angus cow we have flushed. His daughters will be very good.
• Maternal brothers have sold to Dean Kramarsky, Gary Stordahl & Brett Twa.
• A maternal sister sold to Mexico and one retained in herd.
**RED REDRICH EASY MONEY 273E**
TYD 273E 1975335 February 08 2017 CE **
BW: 83 lbs  Adj 205: 621 lbs  Adj 365: 1160 lbs

- RED BLAIR'S PHENOM 210W
- RED ANCHOR 1 PHENOM 163B
- RED ROYAL DUCHESS 45S
- RED WILBAR LONUTIDE 646Y
- RED REDRICH TESS 273B
- RED REDRICH REDWING 241R

**BW: 1.6**  **WW: 48**  **YW: 72**  **Milk: 8**  **Total Mat: 32**
- A very well balanced, smooth made bull
- Indexed 104 at weaning and gained 3.40lbs/day

---

**RED REDRICH EINSTEIN 174E**
TYD 174E 1975331 January 26 2017 CE **
BW: 94 lbs  Adj 205: 594 lbs  Adj 365: 1278 lbs

- RED JENSEN SKY 611X
- RED WILDMAN XPICIT 414B
- RED WILBAR LONUTIDE 646Y
- RED REDRICH TESS 174B
- RED REDRICH REDWING 241R

**BW: 1.9**  **WW: 51**  **YW: 77**  **Milk: 9**  **Total Mat: 34**
- Attractive, long bodied bull with great performance.
- He was the top gaining bull in our offering at 4.19 lbs/day.
- The second very good calf out of a very productive young cow.
- Her first calf sold in last years sale to Shannon & Doreen Blumhagen.
- We are very happy with this first set of calves out of our new herdsire Xplicit. We used him heavy this spring and have a tremendous set of calves on the ground in 2018.

---

**RED REDRICH ESTIMATE 76E**
RRF 76E 1982311 January 24 2017 CE ***
BW: 68 lbs  Adj 205: 586 lbs  Adj 365: 1160 lbs

- RED SSS HIGH LINE 402M
- RED TOWAW HI LINE 406B
- RED REDRICH MINNIE 76B
- RED REDRICH MINNIE 76C

**BW: -4.8**  **WW: 36**  **YW: 46**  **Milk: 13**  **Total Mat: 30**
- Great calving ease with ample growth.
- Gained 3.52 lbs/day since weaning.
- 274 days gestation.
RED TER-RON CRESTA 4E
HFX 4E  1999080  January 14 2017   CE
BW: 75 lbs      Adj 205: 559 lbs    Adj 365: 887 lbs
RED TER-RON PARKER 34A
RED TER-RON SHOCKER 10C
RED K ADAMS ZARIA 091Z
RED ROYAL K-C DUKE 08R
RED TER-RON CRESTA 160Z
RED TER-RON CRESTA 125U
RED TER-RON CRESTA 104P
Cresta 4E is a real deep ribbed, feminine fronted, easy fleshing daughter of Shocker.
She is a genetic combination of some very proven genetics in our herd.
This is one that you could easily put a halter on and be very competitive.

RED TER-RON DUCHESS 6E
HFX 6E  1976773  January 16 2017   CE
BW: 76 lbs      Adj 205: 615 lbs    Adj 365: 1039 lbs
TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y
RED TER-RON BAZINGA 13B
RED TER-RON AMBER 46W
RED HOWE MR MATRIX 7L
RED TER-RON DUCHESS 135
RED MAC DUCHESS 31F
HF TIGER ST QHR
RED TER-RON GOLDFIE 240L
RED TER-RON TOUCHDOWN 85
RED TER-RON AMBER 28P
RED HOWE MR MAT DOH 19F
RED CRANSTON TINKERBELL 1J
RED THAT LL DO CRITIQUE 22C
RED MISS SKY 12B
Duchess is a sweet made Bazinga daughter with a lot of depth & broodiness, and extension up through her front, as well as excellent teat placement.
6E comes from an excellent uddered Mat daughter that continues to crank out the good ones.
This sweetie will garner some attention sale day.

RED TER-RON LUCY 16E
HFX 16E  1976778  January 19 2017   CE
BW: 78 lbs      Adj 205: 554 lbs    Adj 365: 881 lbs
RED LAZY MC KINGMAN 16W
RED TER-RON HOT SHOT 10B
RED K ADAMS ZARIA 091Z
RED U-2 BIG LEAGUE 544R
RED TER-RON LUCY 99X
RED TER-RON LUCY 15U
RED RMI REDMAN 1T
RED LAZY MC MISS 67R
RED TER-RON REALDEAL 01W
RED K ADAMS UNDECIDED 291U
RED LCC MAJOR LEAGUE 502M
RED U-2 ANEXA 09E
RED TER-RON FULLY LOADED 540R
RED DWUID LUCY 86L
Lucy is a nicely made Hot Shot daughter that is sure to make a real productive cow.
Long bodied, deep made, loaded up with hair and excellent teat placement.
22E  
**RED TERROR RACHEL 22E**  
HFX 22E  1976776  January 19 2017  CE  
BW: 76 lbs  Adj 205: 622 lbs  Adj 365: 891 lbs  
RED HOWE HUSTLE 15X  
**RED TERROR HUSTLE 25A**  
RED TERROR HERITAGE CHER 293S  
**RED SIX MILE HARD CORE 471Y**  
**RED TERROR RACHEL 47B**  
**RED TERROR RACHEL 124Y**  

**BW: -0.2  WW: 55  YW: 74  Milk: 18  Total Mat: 45**  
- Rachel is a fancy made Hustle daughter that has a little more size and frame, but yet is still very broody and has loads of substance to her.  
- The udder quality that the Hustles possess is very good, so bank on 22E to make a very good cow.  
- High selling heifer in last year’s sale was a Hustle daughter, selling to Goad Family Farm for $10500

30E  
**RED TERROR BARBIE 30E**  
RPAH 30E  2005834  January 22 2017  CE  
BW: 66 lbs  Adj 205: 573 lbs  Adj 365: 884 lbs  
RED U-2 RECKONING 149A  
**RED U-2 RENOWN 193C**  
RED U-2 ENVIOUS 147X  
**RED WILBAR LONGITUDE 646Y**  
**RED GLESBAR BARBIE 22C**  
**GLESBAR BARBIE 008U**  

**BW: 0.7  WW: 53  YW: 79  Milk: 13  Total Mat: 41**  
- Barbie is a complete made Renown daughter, that is moderate in frame, cool fronted, deep ribbed, and very straight in her lines  
- 30E would be a great asset to anyone’s herd.

35E  
**RED TERROR BOBBIE 35E**  
HFX 35E  1976788  January 23 2017  CE  
BW: 77 lbs  Adj 205: 595 lbs  Adj 365: 980 lbs  
RED HOWE HUSTLE 15X  
**RED TERROR HUSTLE 25A**  
RED TERROR HERITAGE CHER 293S  
RED FLYING K JULIAN 72Y  
**RED TERROR BOBBIE 42B**  
**RED TERROR BOBBIE 122X**  

**BW: -1.1  WW: 51  YW: 83  Milk: 16  Total Mat: 41**  
- Bobbie 35E stems from the same cow family as sale feature Sully 26E in our bull division  
- A stout made, deep ribbed, chisel fronted female that is backed by some of the very elite cows in our herd.  
- After calving out some more of these Hustle daughters, we should be keeping this one, not selling her!

43E  
**RED TERROR OWHEE 43E**  
RPAH 43E  2005835  January 24 2017  CE  
BW: 62 lbs  Adj 205: 609 lbs  Adj 365: 1004 lbs  
RED HOWE HUSTLE 15X  
**RED TERROR HUSTLE 25A**  
RED TERROR HERITAGE CHER 293S  
RED FLYING K JULIAN 72Y  
**RED TERROR OWHEE 141B**  
**RED LEW OWHEE 608X**  

**BW: -1.4  WW: 54  YW: 85  Milk: 19  Total Mat: 46**  
- 43E comes from a very sound, deep ribbed, super uddered Julian daughter.  
- Dark cherry red in colour, sweet fronted, loads of substance and quality in this Hustle daughter.  
- Twin to another heifer.
**RED TER-RON MISS CEE 45E**

**RPAH 45E  2012619  January 25 2017  CE**

BW: 94 lbs      Adj 205: 560 lbs    Adj 365: 975 lbs

**Red Lazy Mc Kingman 16W**
**Red Ter-Ron Hot Shot 10B**
**Red K Adams Zarla 091Z**
**Red NSfr Gretzky W9**
**Red Six Mile Miss Cee 274P**

**BW: 3.2  WW: 61  YW: 92  Milk: 10  Total Mat: 40**

- Beautiful patterned Hot Shot daughter that blends muscle shape, width of top, and a very feminine look.
- Grand dam traces back to breed legend Red Towaw Indeed.

---

**RED TER-RON DIAMOND MIST 65E**

**RPAH 65E  1987109  January 29 2017  CE**

BW: 83 lbs      Adj 205: 659 lbs    Adj 365: 948 lbs

**Red Howe Hustle 13X**
**Red Twin Heritage Cher 293S**
**Red Bar-E-L Approval 4L**
**Red Ter-Ron Lauryn 918J**
**Red Tongueriver Jubilation**
**Red Flying K Tammy 15W**
**Red Ter-Ron Realdeal 01W**
**Big Sky Diamond Mist 290**

**BW: 0.3  WW: 61  YW: 84  Milk: 19  Total Mat: 48**

- 65E is from the Diamond Mist cow line that is known for performance, productivity, and reliability around here.
- This past fall, a sister to 65E, Red Ter-Ron Diamond Mist 26C was National Champion Female for us and Coy Gibson of Six Mile Ranch, and went undefeated at all the major shows. She also finished in the Top Ten at the Supreme Show at CWA and Top 5 in the Alberta Supreme at Farm Fair International.
- This female is one you will want to take a serious look at with the amount of volume, middle and overall look she possesses.
- Sister to Lot 71E & Lot 108E

---

**RED TER-RON DIAMOND MIST 71E**

**RPAH 71E  1976753  January 30 2017  CE**

BW: 80 lbs      Adj 205: 653 lbs    Adj 365: 1023 lbs

**Red U-2 Recon 192Y**
**Red U-2 Anexa 271Y**
**Red U-2 Dynam 7021T**
**Red U-2 Envious 216M**
**Red Lit Citadel 812**
**Red Lit Pearl 579**
**Red U-2 Big League 544R**
**Red Ter-Ron Diamond Mist 210U**

**BW: 3.8  WW: 66  YW: 102  Milk: 16  Total Mat: 49**

- Diamond Mist 71E is a moderate easy fleshing female with plenty of thickness, a wide top, and a mother cow appearance about her.
- Her dam has a beautiful udder and we feel that this Renown X Diamond Mist combination is something special.

---

**Sister to Lots 65, 71, and 108**
**RED TER-RON ALICE 79E**

RPAH 79E 197675 February 01 2017 CE

BW: 80 lbs  Adj 205: 637 lbs  Adj 365: 974 lbs

RED HOWE HUSTLE 13X
RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A
RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 293S
RED LAZY MC KINGMAN 16W
RED TER-RON ALICE 19B
RED TER-RON ALICE 7T

BW: 0.3  WW: 53  YW: 80  Milk: 17  Total Mat: 42

- Alice is bred to be a herd bull producer, being out of Hustle X Alice combination.
- There is power and performance in her lineage and yet brings it to you in a very nicely patterned package.
- We no longer have the Hustle bull, so his progeny are limited.

**RED TER-RON GOLDIE 82E**

HFX 82E 1987112 February 01 2017 CE

BW: 64 lbs  Adj 205: 521 lbs  Adj 365: 820 lbs

RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A
RED TWIN HERITAGE LAURYN 918T
RED SIX MILE GAMER 224X
RED TER-RON GOLDIE 25A

BW: -5.5  WW: 36  YW: 54  Milk: 17  Total Mat: 36

- One of only two Capital daughters in this year’s sale. We wanted to show what a great breeding job he has done on both sexes.
- Goldie’s dam comes from the same lineage as bulls such as Fully Loaded and Git R Done.
- Expect this heifer to grow into a cow that will be a money maker for many years.

**RED TER-RON REBECCA 96E**

RPAH 96E 1987113 February 02 2017 CE

BW: 76 lbs  Adj 205: 555 lbs  Adj 365: 941 lbs

RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A
RED TER-RON CAPITAL 50C
RED TER-RON LAURYN 918T
RED THAT’LL DO UNBELIEVABLE 6U
RED TER-RON REBECCA 4T

BW: -1.7  WW: 52  YW: 83  Milk: 9  Total Mat: 36

- Rebecca is a real deep, soggy made heifer with lots of length and a lovely front end that blends nicely into her shoulder.
- When you walk through the pen, a guy sure notices this heifer. She has a real presence about her.

**RED TER-RON HEATHER 97E**

HFX 97E 1976810 February 02 2017 CE

BW: 87 lbs  Adj 205: 596 lbs  Adj 365: 1068 lbs

RED U-2 RECON 149A
RED U-2 RENOWN 193C
RED TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y
TER-RON HEATHER 155B

BW: 3.2  WW: 61  YW: 108  Milk: 17  Total Mat: 47

- Heather is the heaviest heifer of the group, yet she does it in a moderate, stylish package.
- This heifer is one that will be one you notice because of her overall power, rib shape, and volume.
- This one will be a herd bull maker.
**RED TER-RON BRANDY 107E**

HFX 107E 1976814 February 04 2017 CE

BW: 98 lbs  Adj 205: 630 lbs  Adj 365: 900 lbs

- **RED U-2 RECKONING 149A**
- **RED U-2 RENOWN 193C**
- **RED U-2 ENVIOUS 147X**
- **TER-RON PARK PLACE 18Y**
- **RED TER-RON BRANDY 177B**
- **RED TER-RON BRANDY 181S**

BW: 5.4 WW: 72 YW: 101 Milk: 16 Total Mat: 50

- Brandy 107E would be the power heifer of the group.
- Dark cherry red in colour, super sweet fronted, lots of dimension on a big, dark foot.

---

**RED TER-RON DIAMOND MIST 108E**

RPAH 108E 1976762 February 04 2017 CE

BW: 81 lbs  Adj 205: 594 lbs  Adj 365: 893 lbs

- **RED HOWE HUSTLE 13X**
- **RED TWIN HERITAGE HUSTLE 25A**
- **RED TWIN HERITAGE CHER 293S**
- **RED LAZY MC HUSTLE 16W**
- **RED LAZY MC KINGMAN 160P**
- **RED TER-RON DIAMOND MIST 100B**
- **TER-RON DIAMOND MIST 290**

BW: 0.9 WW: 58 YW: 84 Milk: 15 Total Mat: 44

- This year’s heifer offering is what we think is the most consistent group ever. We seriously pull heifers right off or close to the top of the herd and yet we are still very pleased with what we have left here on the farm.
- Diamond Mist 108E is proof of the consistency I am talking about.
- The Hustle X Diamond Mist cross has been a very good one for us.

---

**RED TER-RON MISTY 141E**

HFX 141E 2012618 February 14 2017 CE

BW: 69 lbs  Adj 205: 647 lbs  Adj 365: 1082 lbs

- **RED U-2 RECKONING 149A**
- **RED U-2 REVERENCE 198C**
- **RED U-2 LAKOTA 427Y**
- **XO CROWFOOT CHALLENGER 354A**
- **TER-RON MISTY 122Y**
- **RED TER-RON MISTY 169A**

BW: -0.6 WW: 54 YW: 88 Milk: 23 Total Mat: 49

- A beautifully patterned daughter of Reverence. This is actually the only Reverence daughter we have on offer.
- Misty blends a balanced muscle shape with lots of width of top and also possesses a ton of Angus characteristics through her front end.
- Here is another heifer that you could potentially hang a halter on and be competitive in the show ring.
- Note: her mother is a black daughter of the Challenger bull, so Misty has a different twist to her pedigree.

---

**RED TER-RON REBECCA 156E**

HFX 156E 1976833 February 18 2017 CE

BW: 84 lbs  Adj 205: 629 lbs  Adj 365: 1063 lbs

- **RED U-2 RECKONING 149A**
- **RED U-2 RENOWN 193C**
- **RED U-2 ENVIOUS 147X**
- **RED TER-RON WICKED 53Y**
- **RED TER-RON REBECCA 52A**
- **RED WILBAR REBECCA 305N**
- **RED HEAD REBECCA 254J**

BW: 1.8 WW: 56 YW: 90 Milk: 19 Total Mat: 47

- Rebecca 156E is an extremely eye appealing daughter of Renown with lots of middle and muscle shape and very nice teat spacing.
- The combination of Renown X the Wicked bull has really hit a home run here.
- A Renown daughter sold this past fall to River's Edge Cattle at Vermilion for $14500.
- A sister to 156E sold in last year’s sale to Jason Bragg in Texas.
- We really feel that this heifer has the capability of doing great things.
RED TER-RON
DANA 160E

HFX 160E  1976836  February 24 2017   CE
BW:  90 lbs   Adj 205: 571 lbs   Adj 365: 1104 lbs

TER-RON PARKER 34A
TER-RON SANTANA 73C
TER-RON BRANDY 162Y
TER-RON OLYMPIAN 822P
TER-RON DANA 78W
TER-RON DANA 100R
TER-RON RUBEN 790N
TER-RON DANA 100N

BW:  2.1  WW:  53  YW:  76  Milk:  7  Total Mat:  31

- This is the only Santana heifer on offer and she is a real sweet heart.
- We really can’t say enough about this group of heifers we have on offer.
- This is another heifer that could potentially be very competitive in the
  show ring if that’s what you are in search of.
- I think this is a heifer you will appreciate on sale day with her extra length
  & depth, softness and extension through her front end.

Thank you to our 2017 Buyers:

Wildor Farms
Hadwin Cattle Co
Terriss Orfino
JAS Red Angus
Grote Ranch Inc
Shane Nordin
Adair Angus
Erskine Farming
Combest Red Angus
Norman Levitt
Steven & Teresa Reminsky
Ken Crookes
Byron Haugen
John Schmidt
WCF (Gerry Walters)
Letniak Farms
Kopper LC Red Angus
Ryan LeClercq
Circle G
Roger Thompson
Ken & Denise Roberts
Four West Cattle Co
Tom & Chuck Leslie
Dennis Bjelland
Blush Rose Simmental Farm

Davidson Angus
Lucky 7 Cattle Co
Diamond C / Jason Bragg
Taschuk Farms
Twin Heritage
TNF Red Angus
Wilbar Farms
Goad Family Farm
Over the Top Angus
Brett Twa
Al & Cindy Batt
Spruceville Cattle Co
Brian & John Pfeffer
Peterson Farms
Double 4 Farming Ltd
Bill Bowie
Jay Shaw Simmentals
Attema Farms
Cheram Farms
Don Misch
Hillman Family Farms
Darlene Sibier
Cayley Peltzer
Benson Lazy Ewe Ranch
Shannon & Doreen Blumhagen

Howard Ness
Long Tube Co. Ltd.
Prairie Hall Farms
Service Berry Red Angus
Hoegl Livestock Ltd.
Lorne Wallace
Mitchell Oberg
Doug Standing
Jonathon Knowles
Shannon/Stan Knott
Darrin Hebbes
Brandon & Kelli Penman
Bruce Busenius
WD Bar – Wilda Nichols
Bob Blumhagen
Ann Wolebeck
Rainy Creek Cattle Co.
Bar T5 Farms
Blake Gross
SJ Hereford Ranch
Jason Kushnerick
Owen & Karen Francis
Ron & Betty Burgemeister
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